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I 

Of them all Equity but not Equality                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

is the more difficult of determination in our era;                                                

for, to reward social input the question arises                                                         

‘Whose work is more important?’                                                                                                                                                          

Around the dining table at the village scene                                                                                                                                      

each of the communal farmers therein gathered                                                                                                                   

with different food consumption capacities                                                

eats to his fill as the food keeps coming in.                                                                                                                                                               

Different tastes of food types                                                                                                                     

come from different kitchens                                                                                                                                        

of the individual participants so gathered                                                                                                                                      

that they partake thereof and no questions asked. 

II 

Each farmer has his own plot of land                                                                                                                                   

but all else help to clear it                                                                                                                                                 

just as he helps to clear all others’ plots,                                                                                                                                   

yes, just as all others help each to harvest. 

It all seems like the aggregate of farms                                                                                                           

is worked as one                                                                                                                                                          

and each partakes of the total produce thereof                                                                                                  

irrespective of the level of individual skill input. 

Sharper skill input is appreciated and applauded;                                                                                                 

therein derives the individual’s respect and prestige;                                                                                                       

such social acknowledgement being the reward                                                                                             

without this reflecting proportionately in shares consumed.  

III 

Self-skill development becomes the yearning of each                                                                                           

for winning that respect and prestige                                                                                                                       

but not for a greater share in the product consumed                                                                                 

beyond the individual’s consumption capacity. 

Equity remains at the level of social appreciation    

whereby levels of respect and prestige stem from input 

but not resulting in greater claims on the social total              

which permits each to partake thereof according to need. 

O yes, according to need                                                                  

since around the dining table in spite of greater input                                                               

they take their leave earlier those with lesser food need 

leaving those with greater need to forge on until filled. 

IV 

‘Ownership interest of shareholders in a corporation’      

thus now The Sage’s English Dictionary defines Equity           

and there in our communal society that interest relates            

not to the produce but to stake in social appreciation. 

Emerging from different abilities in material production 

social appreciation comes to impact material production 

to levels of abundance for general societal fulfilment         

to which both strong and weak by ability contribute. 

Year by year this abundance is celebrated in Festivals             

like the Homowo of the Ga, the Ngmayem of the Klo                                

when households share gifts of food among them                      

and Yokama – the Ideal Woman – is celebrated as at Klo. 

V 

This statement of Equity at the level of social appreciation 

and of Equality at the level of material consumption by all 
exhibits the communal society’s harmonization of these Es 

that appear to the neo-colonialized mind a contradiction.  

O! To the neo-colonized mind a contradiction exists,         

for, he asks ‘why should weak and strong share equally 

when the strong puts in more skills than the weak           

under the same conditions of material production?’  

Nkrumah rebuts: ‘Egalitarianism (Equality) cannot mean 

the absence of difference …. It recognizes and accepts 

differences among men, but … only at the functional level 

… not at the level of the intrinsic worth of the individual.’!  

VI 

At the functional level of production individual skills vary 

but complement each other for the success of production; 

as human, each individual bears no varying intrinsic worth 

such that one is treated differently at the survival table. 

One’s need for food, shelter and clothing is others’ need – 

children a collective asset and responsibility to nurture – 

what else but different skills in function differentiate men 

which skills, sophisticated or not, complement for success. 

Architect, your design becomes great thanks to the mason 

without whom that design materialises not for recognition; 

your greatness depends on skills of the mason’s expertise 

so why for you excess survival requests beyond thy need?  

VII 

Architect, thou a genius but a feeble lot of this Transition, 

who can’t pick a cement block to actualise the plan,       

you shout ‘Equity! Equity! Equity!’ for not only above need                

but also social appreciation, O! You glutton, gobbling all!  

Let the architectural environ be populated by your ilk only 

and not a single room shall it be populated thereby; 

rejoice that the mason complements your effort to realise 

for the view this glorious initiative for social appreciation. 

Eternal respect and prestige in humility shall be thy lot, 

for, generations shall remember what you did, not had; 

yes, we remember heroes and heroines for what they did, 

never for how much or how many they had to keep to self!  

VIII 

Forever shall Africa and Africans remember Dr. Nkrumah 

not for the mansion he never cared to acquire for self     

not for his suits marked ‘Property of the State’                    

but his input to the process of restitution of Egalitarianism!                                         

The Struggle for the Ultimate Attainment                                            

of the Humanist Egalitarian Society Continues!                                                                                            

Long Live Revolutionary Pan-Africanism                                            

for a Socialist United Africa! 


